Charm is $\frac{3}{4}$” in diameter

Charm wording: The Daughters of the Republic of Texas
Design in map is Mesquite tree with red stone locating the town of Mesquite, Texas.
The charm is to be worn OFF the DRT ribbon.
The charm cost is $10 each - $13.00 if mailed to your house.
(Item includes sales tax.)

Pin is 1 1/8” diameter with tack backing

Pin wording at top: The Daughters of the Republic of Texas
Wording at bottom of pin: Hiram Bennett
Wording above Texas map: Mesquite
Design in map is a Mesquite tree with red stone locating town of Mesquite Texas.

Pin is approved to wear ON the DRT ribbon.
Cost of pin is $10 each - $13.00, if mailed to your home.
Price of item includes sales tax.

Check payable: HIRAM BENNETT CHAPTER, D.R.T.

Mail to:

Joe Ann McIver
1721 Lewis Drive
Garland, TX 75041-4140